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Writer:

SEE:

HEAR: Graham Merrill
Fast paced music

Fast cut images of wonderful
sporting moments from all the
Aquelle events / challenges /

Emphasizing their pivotal role in the

interspersed with long shots

lives of others, not only from a
upliftment perspective, but also in
terms of delivering an innovative,
exciting and genuine brand of water…

Show children / families / faces

aQuelle has always strenuously
endorsed the pursuit of a healthy,
wholesome and fun-loving lifestyle,
with sports sponsorship featuring

Show lots of branding at events and

prominently as a highly effective

people drinking Aquelle

marketing tool and an integral part of
their brand building strategy…
Aquelle’s initial launch kicked off with
an aggressive marketing programme,

Show footage

which ran in conjunction with East
Coast Radio and Ocean Warriors – and
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which saw the introduction of “The
Show beach action

Aquelle Beach Watch” – now a regular
holiday feature on the airwaves…
With Aquelle’s popularity growing

Show more event footage

exponentially, they have become more
and more actively involved in
supporting a vast number of healthy
sport and outdoor events countrywide,
like…

Show good edited visuals for each…
The Fox MTB Challenge…
The Kalahari Augrabies Extreme
Marathon…
The Addo Elephant 50 & 100 Mile Trail
Runs…
SPAR Redhouse River Mile…
The Illovo Estone MTB Challenge
The Energizer Corporate Night Relay…
ECR Big Walk…
Mr. Price Karkloof Classic…
And a host of branded events, which
Show as above good edited visuals

include…
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for each…

Aquelle SPAR Soccer…
Aquelle Endurocross…
Aquelle Mudman Series…
And, Aquelle KZNCSSA and Aquelle
SACSSA…
Through this participation, Aquelle
promotes a fun, wholesome lifestyle for

Show hundreds of competitors and

thousands of competitors every year –

action / fun / families / faces etc

and provides a variety of revitalizing,
ice-cold refreshment choices for
everyone to enjoy…

Show people drinking Aquelle
With innovation being a major
component of Aquelle’s success story,
Show animated sequence with initial

new variants are continually being

launch variants being joined by Lite

added to their stable of bottled still,

variants and then the new

sparkling and flavoured natural spring

Strawberry

waters, to keep up with consumer
demand…
But, undoubtedly the most exciting

Show all we have of new bottle

innovation – soon to be launched onto

design, labels etc

the market – has to be the new still
water variant…
Available in delicious Apple, Raspberry

Show beautiful images of pure fruit

and Naartjie…
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and fruit juices

With added functional benefits…
Also on the cards, is the launch of a
new customized bottle for the

Show animated graphics

Unflavoured Natural Spring Water
range…
And a new, upgraded and modernized
look for the Flavoured range, which will

Show animated graphics

incorporate an advanced, innovative
and funky closure…
All sure to attract a lot of attention, and

Show more visuals of Aquelle being

make a whole lot of people happy…

drunk / lots of happy faces / smiles
at sporting and outdoor events /

Just like everything else Aquelle does!

transition to happy faces of children
and people at the mission that
Aquelle help and motivate through
their various activities.

,
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